
The Occasional Teacher’s Toolbox:

Occasional Teacher Conference 2024 

Authenticity, Agency, 
and Advocacy

Friday

Saturday

ETFO Provincial Office,
136 Isabella Street, 
Toronto

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

JUNE 7

JUNE 8

This empowering 
professional learning 
program includes a series 
of workshops with practical 
strategies, resources, and 
networking opportunities 
tailored to the needs and 
interests of occasional 
and long-term occasional 
teachers. 

Hear from dynamic 
panellists and presenters 
as you embark on this 
wonderful opportunity to 
reflect on your practice, 
learn about practical 
applications, and gather 
responsive resources.

Open to all ETFO occasional and long-term occasional members. 
Participants will be selected by random draw with consideration given to 
first-time attendees, bargaining units, geographical representation, and 
self-identification. Successful applicants will be notified by email by May 5.

In accordance with ETFO provincial guidelines, expenses will be covered 
for shared accommodation, meals, travel, and dependent care. Release 
time is not provided. 

For more information, please contact 
Zaiba Beg at zbeg@etfo.org

Visit  
events.etfo.org  

to register 
between April 12 & 

April 26 (by 5:00 
p.m. EDT)

MAILTO:zbeg@etfo.org
http://events.etfo.org


OPENING NIGHT EVENT
Voices and Perspectives of Occasional Teachers: 

Navigating Challenging Times, Reclaiming 
Respect, and Prioritizing Wellness 

Moderator Paula Carmichael will lead a timely panel discussion with occasional teacher 
(OT) peers, each bringing unique perspectives. How can OTs create space for self-care 

and advocacy to counter challenging working conditions and ensure they are best serving 
students and families? The conversation will aim to explore realistic ideas that promote 

professional excellence, well-being, safety, and the authentic value of qualified, “real” 
teachers, in schools during these unique times.  

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOP A

WORKSHOP C

WORKSHOP B

WORKSHOP D

Rest Revolution:  
A Journey of Radical  
Self-Empowerment

Fostering Equity in the Classroom  
‘On the Daily’ 

Building Ramps to Success: Exploring 
Universal Design for Learning and 
Differentiated Instruction in the Classroom

I am the Teacher: Occasional Teaching 
and Classroom Management 

Learning sessions are designed by OT members for OT members! Each participant will attend three 
workshops from the choices provided. Please select workshops in order of preference when you register. 

Facilitated by  
Natalie 
Mullin 

Facilitated by  
Iyanuoluwa 
Akinrinola

Facilitated by  
Heather 
Weber

Facilitated by  
Paula 
Carmichael  


